STM Item Recognition
The retrieval of item information from STM representations has been a long-standing issue in memory research since the appearance of Sternberg's (1966 Sternberg's ( , 1969 classic reaction time (RT) studies of the recognition probe task. On the basis of the finding that mean RT was a linear function of the number of items studied, with approximately equal slopes for positive and negative responses, Sternberg (1966 Sternberg ( , 1969 Sternberg ( , 1975 argued that items were retrieved from STM by a serial exhaustive search or scan mechanism. However, a number of alternative retrieval mechanisms have since been proposed to account for this pattern of mean RT, including serial self-terminating search mechanisms (e.g., Theios, 1973; Theios, Smith, Haviland, Traupman, & Moy, 1973) , rate-varying parallel-access mechanisms (e.g., Murdock, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983) , a diffusion or random-walk mechanism (Ratcliff, 1978) , and various direct-access mechanisms (e.g., Anderson, 1973; Baddeley & Ecob, 1973) . Discriminating between alternative retrieval models has proved difficult in part because RT-in particular, mean RT-has been the primary object of interest. With an appropriate set of assumptions, radically different (e.g., serial and parallel) mechanisms have been shown to yield equivalent RT predictions (see Townsend & Ashby, 1983) .
McElree and argued that a number of alternative retrieval mechanisms that lead to nearly equivalent RT predictions nevertheless give rise to divergent predictions concerning the full time course of retrieval. The cued-response SAT procedure is one means of measuring the full time course of retrieval. In this procedure, subjects are cued to respond (typically with a tone) at various points following the presentation of a recognition probe, which allows retrieval accuracy to be measured as a function of retrieval time. Full time-course retrieval functions generated by this procedure provide a measure of when accuracy departs from an initial chance level, the rate at which accuracy grows over retrieval time, and the ultimate or asymptotic level of performance. The asymptote is a measure of memory strength or the overall probability of recognition. The point at which accuracy departs from chance and the rate at which accuracy grows are joint measures of the speed or dynamics of retrieval. McElree and Dosher found that many extant retrieval models yield distinct predictions concerning the dynamics of retrieval as a function of (1) the size of the memory set and/or (2) the serial position or recency of the (positive) test probe. For example, Stern-MCELREE berg's (1966 , 1975 ) serial exhaustive scan model predicts that retrieval dynamics will slow (longer intercepts and/or slower growth rates) as the size of the memory set is increased, since the memory set must be exhaustively scanned. Serial self-terminating and rate-varying parallel models predict that retrieval dynamics will vary with the serial position or recency of the test probe, since recency is assumed to affect the order of the serial comparisons in the serial self-terminating model (Theios, 1973) or the rate of information accrual in rate-varying parallel models (Murdock, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983) .
McElree and , however, found no evidence to support the claim that retrieval (speed) dynamics are affected by the size of the memory set. Rather, they found that the size of the memory set affected asymptotic accuracy only, with larger set sizes yielding lower overall asymptotic levels. The analysis of the retrieval functions for individual serial positions within lists of different sizes indicated that the impact of set size on asymptotic performance was primarily a consequence of the inclusion of less recent serial positions in the larger (averaged across serial position) set size functions. Asymptotic performance varied with the recency of the (positive) test probe, with less recent test probes resulting in lower asymptotic performance, consistent with forgetting with the passage of time and/or intervening study events. With the exception of the last item on the study list-a case of immediate repetition between study and test (see below)-the dynamics of retrieval for different serial positions within and across various set sizes were indistinguishable. These data are inconsistent with serial self-terminating models, in which recency determines the order of the serial comparisons (Theios, 1973) , and with parallel retrieval models, in which the rate of information accrual depends on recency (Murdock, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983) . Uniform dynamics for different serial positions, as well as for different set sizes, are consistent with a direct-access mechanism, such as a simple strength accumulator (Reed, 1973) or a parallel retrieval mechanism with self-terminating decision rules, such as a simple random-walk or diffusion process (Ratcliff, 1978; McElree & Dosher, 1989) . These retrieval mechanisms are in turn generally consistent with a large class of memory models that treat item recognition as an assessment of the global familiarity, strength, or goodness-of-match of the memory probe (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, 1984 Hintzman, , 1988 Murdock, 1982 Murdock, , 1983 .
Accessing Semantic and Phonological Information
The question addressed in the present experiment was whether component properties of the memory trace for a studied item can be similarly accessed with a direct or parallel retrieval mechanism. The mechanism by which phonological and semantic properties of a test probe provide access to STM representations was examined. Access to phonological properties of the memory trace was analyzed by examining judgments of whether a test probe rhymed with an element in the study list. Access to semantic properties of the memory trace was analyzed by examining judgments of whether a test probe was a synonym of an element in the study list. In each case, the SAT procedure was used to generate full time-course retrieval functions, and these functions were compared to the full time-course retrieval functions for standard item recognition.
Many models of memory, including models of shortterm memory, view the memory trace as a bundle of features, a subset of which include semantic and phonological features (e.g., Bower, 1967; Drewnowski, 1980; Eich, 1982; Hintzman, 1988; Murdock, 1982 Murdock, , 1993 Nairne, 1988 Nairne, , 1990 Nosofsky, 1986; Underwood, 1969) . Given such an assumption, one perspective might be to view episodic judgments based on phonological and semantic properties of the representation as differing from standard item recognition only in terms of the number of cues that are available to access the memory trace. When fewer cues are available, judgments based on component properties will yield a lower goodness of match between the test probe and the memory trace than judgments based on composite item information.
However, there are at least two reasons to question the assumption that the same retrieval mechanism is used for both types of judgments. One reason concerns the nature of the underlying memory representation. A composite representation, although consisting of a bundle of features, may not enable direct access to its component elements or features. Although no explicit proposal of this sort has been made for cases of component features of an item, Murdock (1993) has argued that in TODAM, a distributed memory model, composite representations formed by chunking or grouping items during study result in "opaque containers" (Johnson, 1972, p. 125) in which the component parts are not directly accessible to the retrieval processes that provide access to the composite representation. (See also Dosher & Rosedale, 1989 , for evidence from a priming paradigm that highlights differences between composite and component representations.) Additional retrieval operations may be needed to effectively unpack the composite representation into its component parts.
Another reason why different retrieval processes may be used for component recognition might lie in the type of evidence required to reliably determine whether a component property occurred in the study event. Even in the event that component properties provide parallel or direct access to STM traces, the degree of match between a component property of the test probe and an item's memory representation may not be sufficient to reliably discriminate targets from lures. Whether a component property provides enough evidence to reliably discriminate targets from lures clearly depends on the distinctiveness of the property in relation to potential (nonlist) lures. (In this respect, rhyme judgments may have a notable disadvantage, since phonological properties form a small set of features commonly shared among list members and lures.) Component properties that do not provide enough evidence for recognition may induce an alternative retrieval process.
What alternative retrieval processes could underlie component judgments? One effective strategy might be to use the component properties of the test probe to explicitly generate a candidate rhyme or synonym or a set of candidate rhymes or synonyms (Becker, 1979) , and then directly query the memory representation with the generated item(s). Here the assumption is that word recognition operations applied to the test probe will make available its relevant component (phonological and semantic) properties. The generation process uses these properties to retrieve candidate items from the mental lexicon. Once retrieved, the candidate items can be compared to the episodic list representation, via a parallel or direct-access operation, in order to effect an old-new discrimination. 1 A closely related strategy would be to use the relevant information contained in the test probe as a cue for an explicit recall operation. As above, the relevant component properties of the test probe can be extracted by word recognition operations. In this case, however, the extracted phonological or semantic information may be used as a cue for an episodic recall operation. Indeed, there is some precedent in the memory literature for assuming that a recall operation may underlie what is nominally a recognition task. Gronlund and Ratcliff (1989; see also Gronlund, Edwards, & Ohrt, 1993) and Clark (1992) have argued that associative recognition is mediated by a recall operation performed on the components of the paired associates. Hintzman and Curran (1994) have argued that a recall operation may be used in difficult recognition discriminations (e.g., when the plural of a study word is used as a lure). While the generate and recall strategies differ in a number of aspects, they do not yield any distinctive predictions in the current work and so are referred to here as a generate/recall strategy (see Discussion section).
As an alternative to the generate/recall strategy, recognition based on component properties may induce a serial sequence of operations, tantamount to a serial scanning process, in which a single composite representation is retrieved from memory, unpacked, and then compared to the test probe on the basis of the relevant component property. McElree and Dosher (1993) documented a strategy of this sort for the retrieval of order information in a relative judgment of recency (JOR) task. In this task, subjects were presented two test items from a sequentially presented study list and required to judge which item had occurred more recently. A number of models of order information posit that relative judgments of recency are mediated by a comparison of the relative strength (or number of attributes, or fragility) of the memory trace for each test item (see McElree & Dosher) . Using the SAT procedure, along with collateral RT (mean, distributional, and accuracy) data, McElree and Dosher argued that recency judgments are not primarily mediated by an assessment of memory strength but rather by a relatively slow serial self-terminating retrieval process in which the memory set is scanned in the order of recency, and a response is executed as soon as one of the test items matches an element in the memory set (Hacker, 1980; Muter, 1979) . The critical data that supported this recency-based, serial self-terminating mechanism were the differences in SAT dynamics for probes of varying serial positions. The intercept, or earliest point where the SAT function departed from chance, increased as the most recent item in the test probe was drawn from more remote serial positions. The differences in SAT intercept were large, varying by as much as 500 msec for test probes drawn from the most recent position as compared to test probes from the beginning of the memory set. Direct-access and parallel retrieval mechanisms are inconsistent with the large recency-based differences in SAT intercept.
Retrieving order information is not, of course, directly comparable to retrieving component properties of the memory trace, since the relevant information to be retrieved is relational in the former case and decompositional in the latter case. Nevertheless, the McElree and Dosher (1993) study highlights the fact that even though a direct-access mechanism might provide information relevant to the judgment, the demands of some tasks appear to be more effectively met by a slower, serial retrieval process. Indeed, McElree and Dosher used strength estimates derived from a two-alternative forced-choice item recognition study to predict the upper limit on performance in a JOR task for the case that a difference in item strength was used as a metric for assessing the recency of occurrence. This simulation demonstrated that strength-based estimates of recency were available sooner than serially derived estimates of recency, since the former were based on a direct-access mechanism, but that strength-based performance vastly underestimated the observed performance derived from the slower serial comparison process. Additionally, the McElree and Dosher study serves to illustrate the signature pattern in SAT of a serial process: significant differences in the SAT intercepts for conditions differing in the number of implicit (serial) comparison operations.
Contrasting the Retrieval of Item, Phonological, and Semantic Information Shulman (1970) examined mean RT and accuracy for judgments of whether a test probe was a homonym (rhyme), synonym, or identical (item) to an element in a 10-word list. With the exception of a small primacy effect, mean correct RT and error rates decreased with recency for each judgment. Overall, synonym judgments were slower than rhyme judgments (1,103 msec versus 846 msec, averaged across serial positions), which in turn were slower than item judgments (683 msec). The error rates were indistinguishable for rhyme and item judgments, but both judgments were more accurate than synonym judgments.
The Shulman (1970) study highlights the importance of serial position or recency in each type of judgment, as well as serving to document the large temporal differences among the judgments. The fact that recency had a similar effect on each judgment lends some support to the claim that each type of information is retrieved with the same sort of mechanism. The McElree and SAT data, as well as related SAT data (see, e.g., Wickelgren, Corbett, & Dosher, 1980, and Ratcliff, 1978) , suggest that item recognition is mediated by a direct-access or parallel process and that recency effects in mean RT and accuracy are a function of underlying differences in the strength of the memory representations. (See McElree & Dosher, 1989 , for an explicit strength-based forgetting model of recency effects that jointly accounts for SAT and RT item recognition data.) The RT data for synonym and rhyme judgments reported by Shulman (1970) may also be consistent with a direct-access or parallel retrieval process: Longer mean RT may simply reflect differences in the accuracy of each type of judgment rather than differences in the manner in which the respective types of information are accessed. However, it is also possible that the longer RTs for component judgments are indicative of a different sort of retrieval operation, like the serial strategy outlined above and documented by McElree and Dosher (1993) for JOR or the more specialized generate/recall strategy. Without examining full time-course data, we have no principled means of discriminating between these alternatives. 2 Serial position is the appropriate variable to test for various serial self-terminating mechanisms, as well as ratevarying parallel mechanisms, which may be consistent with the serial position profiles documented by Shulman (1970) . (The size of the memory set is the variable that is critical for testing the applicability of a serial exhaustive scan mechanism. However, serial exhaustive scan mechanisms give no principled account of serial position effects; see McElree & Ratcliff, 1978 . Consequently, this variable was not examined in the present experiment.) Serial self-terminating models account for recency effects by positing that the memory set is scanned in the order of recency (Theios, 1973) . Rate-varying parallel models account for recency effects by assuming that more recent memory traces are retrieved more quickly (e.g., Murdock, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983 ). Both models predict that SAT functions for more recent serial positions will be associated with shorter SAT intercepts and/or faster SAT rates of rise to asymptote.
The direct-access or parallel retrieval model suggested by McElree and Dosher (1989) contrasts with both serial self-terminating and rate-varying parallel models in predicting uniform SAT dynamics (intercept and rate) for different serial positions. Uniform dynamics for different serial positions are also predicted by the more specialized strategy in which candidate rhymes or synonyms are either generated or recalled. However, this model predicts that rhyme and synonym judgments will yield slower overall dynamics (SAT rate or intercept) than item judgments, since either an additional generation process precedes memory retrieval or a slower recall process is used.
Aside from examining the general impact of serial position on SAT retrieval functions for component and composite judgments, the retrieval functions for the last item on the list form a special focus of the present experiment. A number of SAT studies have documented one exception to the finding of uniform dynamics for different serial positions. This exception concerns the last serial position on the list, specifically, the most recently studied item. McElree and found that the retrieval dynamics for cases of immediate repetition in item recognition were 40%-50% faster than for study positions in which at least 1 item intervened between study and test. Wickelgren et al. (1980) measured retrieval functions for item recognition in super-span lists of 18 items and similarly reported faster dynamics for the last item on the list and slower, uniform dynamics for every other serial position. Dosher (1982) also reported speeded dynamics for the last pair of words in a list of paired associates presented in an associative recognition task. In all these studies, the last item on a study list was a case in which there was an immediate repetition of an item from study to test. As originally suggested by Wickelgren et al. (1980) , the fast dynamics for cases of immediate repetition appear to indicate that the test probe can be directly matched to the item(s) active in awareness, effectively circumventing the retrieval processes that are needed to restore an item in a passive state to active processing. Cowan (1993) has recently argued for a view of short-term memory that in general accords with these data, suggesting that short-term memory consists of recently activated long-term memory representation, a subset of which is the current focus of attention. The exact nature of the active representation that mediates this fast matching process remains an open question. McElree and Dosher (1989) noted, however, that the fast matching process must be mediated by a level of representation more abstract than a simple physical match (see Posner, Boies, Eichelman, & Taylor, 1969) , since the matching advantage was not attenuated by (upper/lower) case variations between study and test. The question addressed here is whether a similar pattern will be observed for rhyme and synonym judgments. Such a finding would reinforce the notion that this dynamics advantage is a direct consequence of what is currently being processed or active in awareness, as opposed to a relatively low-level physical match.
METHOD Subjects
Four undergraduates and 1 graduate student from the University of California, Irvine, served as subjects. All subjects were native speakers of English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Each subject participated in 10 one-hour sessions, plus an additional 1-hour practice session that served as training for the SAT procedure. Three of the subjects were paid for their participation, and 2 subjects (B.C. and S.H., who were affiliated with the laboratory) volunteered their time.
Materials
One hundred word triplets of 1-4 syllables were used as stimuli. The triplets were composed of 1 study item (e.g., tale) that also served as a positive probe for item judgments, a rhyme of the study item (e.g., bail ) that served as a positive probe for rhyme judgments, and a synonym of the study item (e.g., story) that served as a positive probe for the synonym judgments. The full set of 100 triplets is listed in Appendix A.
Design and Procedure
Stimulus presentation, response collection, and feedback were controlled by an IBM-compatible computer. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a 5-word study list, randomly drawn from the set of 100 words. Following the presentation of the study set, a test probe was presented and the subject was required to make an item, rhyme, or synonym judgment. To ensure that the encoding of the study list was the same across the three judgments, a high, medium, or low tone was presented after the study list to indicate to subjects that a rhyme, synonym, or item judgment, respectively, was required.
The sequence and timing of events that constituted a trial are schematically presented in Figure 1 and were as follows: (1) A centered, square fixation point was presented for 500 msec. (2) Each study word was sequentially presented for 400 msec, followed by 14 msec of blank screen. (3) The final item in the study list was masked by a sequence of nonletter symbols (e.g., #%@&#&@#) presented for 500 msec. Coincident with the onset of the mask, a high (3100-Hz), medium (1500-Hz), or low (100-Hz) tone sounded for 50 msec to indicate a rhyme, synonym, or item judgment, respectively. (4) The test probe was presented in the center of the screen. (5) The test probe remained on the screen for .128, .357, .500, .786, 1.2, or 3 sec, at which point the screen cleared and a second 50-msec tone (same frequency as the first tone) sounded to cue subjects to respond. Subjects responded by pressing one of two keys on a numeric keypad to denote either an old ("3" key) or new ("1" key) judgment. (6) Following a response, visual feedback on the latency to respond to the interruption cue was presented. Subjects were instructed to respond to the cue within 270 msec. They were informed that responses longer than this were too long and that responses under 130 msec were anticipations. The subject initiated the next trial with a key press. Each of the 10 sessions consisted of 600 trials, divided into 4 blocks of 150 trials. Subjects were free to rest for a few minutes between blocks. Within each block, there was an equal number of positive and negative item, rhyme, and synonym judgment trials. Positive probes were drawn from each of the five serial positions equally often. The type of judgment, list status of the probe, serial position of the (positive) probe, and the interruption lag were randomized within a session.
Data Analysis
For each subject, the proportion correct for each condition at each response lag was used to derive a standard d′ measure (equal varianceGaussian model). Perfect performance in any condition was adjusted by a minimum-error correction that replaced a zero error rate with an error rate of 0.5%. This correction ensures that, given the sample size, the resulting d ′ values are in fact measurable (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) . (The potential impact of the correction process on model fits is discussed in the Results section.) Additionally, trials on which the latency to respond to the interruption cue was greater than 500 msec were excluded from the analysis. These trials constituted less than 2% of the total number of trials.
Standard SAT functions can be quantitatively summarized by the exponential approach to a limit equation (see Dosher, 1976 Dosher, , 1979 Reed, 1973 Reed, , 1976 Wickelgren, 1977) :
( 1) In Equation 1, the parameter λ serves to describe the asymptotic level of performance. The δ and β parameters jointly estimate the dynamics of the function. The former describes the intercept or the discrete point in time when performance begins to rise from chance. The β parameter indexes the speed or rate at which performance rises from chance to asymptote. Analysis of the SAT function in terms of Equation 1 allows an independent assessment of memory availability (λ) and the dynamics of memory retrieval (β and δ ). 3 An iterative hill-climbing algorithm (Reed, 1976) similar to STEPIT (Chandler, 1969) was used to fit Equation 1 to the empirical SAT functions. This algorithm minimized the squared deviations of predicted from observed data. Sets of competitive fits, varying the three parameters of Equation 1, were used to isolate differences between various SAT functions. The quality of the respective fits was assessed by three criteria, as follows: (1) the value of an R 2 statistic, (2) where d i represents the observed data values,d i the predicted values, d ෆ the mean, n the number of data points, and k the number of free parameters (Reed, 1973) . This R 2 statistic is the proportion of variance accounted for by the fit, adjusted for the number of free parameters (k). (The same equation for adjusted r 2 is often used in multiple linear regression; see, e.g., Judd & McClelland, 1989 .) (2) Evaluation of the consistency of parameter estimates across the 6 subjects. (3) Most importantly, examination of whether a fit yielded systematic (residual) deviations that could be accounted for with more parameters.
RESULTS
Appendix B lists the means and standard deviations across subjects of the lags plus latencies, hit rates, and false alarm rates for each judgment. Individual subject data are available from the author.
Asymptotic Accuracy
The longest interruption time (3 sec) gives an empirical measure of asymptotic recognition performance. Figure 2 shows the average (over subjects) asymptotic d′ for each judgment as a function of serial position. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the subjects' d′ scores for the longest interruption time, with judgment (item, rhyme, and synonym) and serial position (1-5) as within-subject factors demonstrated that the type of judgment significantly affected asymptotic accuracy [F(2,8) ϭ 6.68, MS e ϭ 0.4295, p < .05]. Item judgments were more accurate than either synonym or rhyme judgments, averaging (across serial position) 2.7 d′ units as compared to 2.2 d′ units for synonym judgments and 2.1 d′ units for rhyme judgments. The small advantage for synonym judgments over rhyme judgments was nonsignificant in an ANOVA that directly contrasted the two judgments [F(1,4) ≈ 1].
Serial position also had a strong and significant effect on asymptotic accuracy [F(4,16) ϭ 43.1, MS e ϭ 0.0936, p < .05]. As inspection of Figure 2 shows, the impact of serial position was non-linear, producing a standard bowed function with a strong recency and somewhat smaller primacy component. The nonlinearity was evidenced by regression analyses in which a simple linear component produced (standard) r 2 values of .404 for the item judgments, .609 for rhyme judgments, and .752 for synonym judgments. Adding a quadratic component significantly increased the r 2 values to .932 for item judgments, .986 for rhyme judgments, and .987 for synonym judgments.
Overall, the pattern of SAT asymptotic accuracy accords well with the mean RT and RT-accuracy data reported by Shulman (1970) . In both cases, serial position had a pronounced effect on all three judgments. Shulman (1970) reported that item judgments were faster and/or more accurate than either rhyme or synonym judgments, and this finding is paralleled here in the higher asymptotic levels for item judgments. Shulman (1970) also reported that rhyme judgments were faster and more accurate than synonym judgments. There was no evidence for a comparable difference here. This discrepancy may be in part because Shulman used homonyms as stimuli for the rhyme judgments, whereas simple (nonhomonym) rhymes were used here. The phonological structure of the former completely overlaps with the relevant study item, whereas nonhomonym rhymes differ by at least 1 syllable. This difference may have resulted in relatively lower performance for rhyme in the present experiment. It should also be noted that, in both studies, there are varying amounts of orthographic overlap between particular rhyme probes and the relevant study item. Thus it is possible that orthographic similarity partially contributes to rhyme judgments.
Full Retrieval Functions
Figure 3 presents the average (over subjects) SAT retrieval functions (d′ as a function of processing time) for the item (panel A), rhyme (panel B), and synonym (panel C) judgments. There are two issues of primary concern. The first is the impact of serial position on the retrieval functions within each of the three types of judgments. The second is differences among the three judgments. The first issue was addressed by systematically varying the three parameters of Equation 1 to find the best fit of the 5 serial position functions within each judgment. After identifying the best fit for each judgment, all 15 conditions (3 judgments ϫ 5 serial positions) were fit simultaneously in order to isolate differences among the three judgments. In all cases, the fits were performed on individual subject data. Fits of the average (over subjects) data were used to summarize consistent patterns across subjects.
To quantify the impact of serial position on the retrieval functions for each judgment, sets of competitive fits were performed that systematically varied the three parameters of Equation 1. These fits ranged from a null model, in which the 5 serial position functions were fit with a single λ (asymptote), β (rate), and δ (intercept) parameter, to a fully saturated 15-parameter model, in which each serial position was allotted a unique λ, β, and δ parameter. This analysis yielded a clear and consistent pattern across the three judgments. In each case, the best fit to the data was a 5λ-1β-2δ model. With one exception (noted below), models Table 1. with fewer parameters than the 5λ-1β-2δ model all yielded lower R 2 statistics and produced systematic (residual) misfits of the functions. More embellished models also produced lower R 2 values and did not yield any consistent parametric differences across subjects. The 5λ-1β-2δ model allocated a separate λ parameter for each serial position (reflecting the strong serial position effects in Figure 2 ), a single β parameter for all serial positions, and one δ parameter for the last serial position (Position 5) and another δ parameter for every other serial position. Two δ parameters were needed to capture the exceptionally fast dynamics for the last item on the list-a case of immediate repetition between study and test. The intercept for judgments concerning the last item on the list was substantially shorter than for every other serial position, with an average advantage of 112 msec for item judgments, 238 msec for rhyme judgments, and 132 msec for synonym judgments.
The 5λ-1β-2δ model produced the highest adjusted R 2 value (Equation 2) in fits of the average data for item (.959), rhyme (.964), and synonym (.967) judgments. More importantly, this model produced the most precise fits of the individual subjects' data. In the case of item judgments, the 5λ-1β-2δ model yielded the highest R 2 values for 4 of the 5 subjects, with values ranging from .738 to .944. Subject B.G. had a marginally higher R 2 value for a simpler 5λ-1β-1δ model (R 2 value of .853 vs. .849), but nevertheless showed a 40-msec advantage for the last serial position when fit with the 5λ-1β-2δ model. In the case of rhyme judgments, the 5λ-1β-2δ model also yielded the highest R 2 values for 4 of the 5 subjects, with values ranging from .896 to .943. Subject B.G. was again better fit by an alternative model, but in this case it was a 5λ-2β-1δ model that produced an R 2 value of .864 as compared with .820 for the 5λ-1β-2δ model. Like the other subjects, B.G. showed a dynamics advantage for the last item on the list, but it was better captured by the rate (β) than the intercept (δ ) parameter (see below). A 5λ-1β-2δ model was also found to give the best fit for 4 of the 5 subjects' synonym judgments, yielding R 2 values ranging from .782 to .927. In this case, subject S.G. showed a dynamics advantage for the last item on the list that was better captured in rate (5λ-2β-1δ ) than intercept (R 2 value of .937 vs. .924).
The 5λ-1β-2δ model provides the best fit of the serial position functions for each type of judgment. In order to directly determine whether there were differences in time course between the three judgments, the data from all three judgments were simultaneously fit with Equation 1. For this analysis, each serial position within a judgment was allotted a separate λ parameter, and the two dynamics (β and δ ) parameters were systematically allotted to different judgments and/or serial positions. The best fit of the average and individual subject's data was a 15λ-2β-3δ model. This model allocated one β (rate) parameter to item judgments and another β parameter to both rhyme and synonym judgments. The differences in dynamics between item judgments and rhyme and synonym judgments also necessitated allotting one δ (intercept) parameter to item judgments and another δ parameter to both rhyme and synonym judgments. Additionally, consistent with the analysis presented above, a separate δ parameter was needed for the fast judgments involving the last serial position (Position 5), but only one parameter was needed for all three judgments. The 15λ-2β-3δ model produced an R 2 value of .967 when fit to the average data, with R 2 values ranging from .843 to .938 across the 5 subjects. No model with fewer parameters produced as high an R 2 value for the average or any individual subject's data. One more embellished model, a 15λ-3β-4δ model (viz., one β and δ parameter for each judgment, plus an additional δ parameter for all judgments of Serial Position 5), produced a marginally higher R 2 value (.970) for the average data and Subject B.C. (.916 vs. .907). However, this model was rejected as a viable description of the data since it occasioned clear tradeoffs between the rate (β) and intercept (δ ) parameters.
For the most recent item on the list, Serial Position 5, the 15λ-2β-3δ model assigned a single intercept for all three types of judgments. Yet, for all other serial positions, this model allotted a separate intercept for item judgments and another for both rhyme and synonym judgments. The conclusion that all three judgments of the most recent item may be associated with a common intercept has important theoretical implications (see Discussion section). The validity of the 15λ-2β-3δ model is reinforced by the fact that no consistent differences in intercept emerged when the intercepts were allowed to vary for different judgments of the last item on the list, as in either a 15λ-2β-4δ model (δ 1 ϭ item judgments of Serial Position 5, δ 2 ϭ item judgments of Serial Positions 1-4, δ 3 ϭ rhyme/synonym judgments of Serial Position 5, and δ 4 ϭ rhyme/synonym judgments of Serial Positions 1-4) or in more embellished models such as a 15λ-2β-6δ model, where the intercepts for rhyme and synonym judgments are segmented further. In the case of the 15λ-2β-4δ model, for example, the intercept was estimated to be earlier for item as compared to rhyme/synonym judgments in 2 subjects (8 and 66 msec). However, this pattern reversed in the other 3 subjects. For these subjects, the intercept for rhyme/synonym judgments was estimated to be earlier than item judgments (7, 8, and 15 msec). The differences in intercept for item versus rhyme/ synonym judgments across subjects can be used to construct a confidence interval around this model's intercept estimates. The 95% confidence interval for the mean difference in intercepts for item as compared to rhyme/synonym judgments is approximately Ϫ32 to 50 msec. Since zero is included in the interval, there are no statistical grounds on which to reject the hypothesis that the intercepts for judgments of Serial Position 5 are equal across the three types of judgments. Similar inconsistent and nonsignificant parameter estimates are also observed in more embellished models such as the 15λ-2β-6δ or other models that allot more β parameters. Consequently, there is no evidence in these data to support the notion that the intercepts vary for different judgments of the most recent item on the list. Table 1 presents the parameter estimates from the 15λ-2β-3δ model for the average and individual subjects' data. The smooth functions in Figure 3 show the fit of the ex-ponential Equation 1 to the average data using the parameter estimates in Table 1 . The 15λ-2β-3δ model served to quantify the large differences in retrieval dynamics for item versus rhyme and synonym judgments. Excluding the last serial position, item judgments were found to have a shorter intercept and faster rate of rise than either rhyme or synonym judgments. The intercept for item judgments was estimated to be on average 95 msec shorter than for either rhyme or synonym judgments, with differences ranging from 17 to 254 msec across subjects. The mean rate (1/β) for item judgments was 344 msec faster than for either rhyme or synonym judgments, with differences ranging from 72 to 499 msec across the 5 subjects. There was no evidence to suggest that the dynamics for rhyme or synonym judgments differed. Figure 3 shows that judgments for test probes from the last serial position (Position 5) are well above chance at the earliest interruption point, when tests of other serial positions are at or near chance. As noted, this difference in dynamics was best captured by allotting a separate intercept parameter for judgments concerning Serial Position 5. The average difference in intercept (δ ) for the last versus less recent serial positions was 108 msec in item judgments (ranging from 20 to 169 msec across subjects) and 203 msec in rhyme and synonym judgments (ranging from 94 to 304 msec across subjects). This retrieval advantage for the last item studied replicates similar findings reported by McElree and Dosher (1989, 1993) and Wickelgren et al. (1980) . McElree and Dosher (1989, 1993) found that varying the rate (β) parameter gave a (marginally) better fit of the differences in dynamics than did varying the intercept parameter. As in the present analysis, Wickelgren et al. (1980) found that the retrieval advantage for the last studied item was slightly better captured by the intercept than the rate parameter. In some circumstances, a difference in intercept versus rate can have important theoretical significance. (For example, McElree & Dosher, 1993 , argued that differences in intercept but not in rate can motivate a serial processing model.) Here, however, there is no reason to assume that anything hinges critically on whether the advantage for the last item ultimately lies in intercept or rate. Moreover, it is important to note that whether a dynamics difference is expressed in intercept or rate depends on the size and variability of the differences, as well as constraints internal to the data sets. A dynamics difference with large variability (across trials) may be better expressed in rate rather than in intercept. As the size of the dynamics difference increases relative to the vari- ance, the same underlying effect may be better expressed in intercept than in rate. Additionally, a few SAT points at or close to the chance level can more strongly force an intercept rather than a rate difference. Either of these factors may have contributed to the slight discrepancies between the current study and the McElree and Dosher (1989) study.
Issues Concerning d ′ ′ Correction
As noted, perfect performance in any condition was adjusted by a minimum-error correction process that replaces a zero error rate with an error value of 0.5%. This correction process has the desirable property of ensuring measurable d′ values (see Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) . However, it is important to note that such a correction process can introduce systematic artifacts into model fits of the full time-course data. If the true d′ value were higher than the maximally allowed value, the correction process would have imposed an artificial ceiling on the asymptotic d′ values. This in turn can serve to inflate rate estimates (see McElree & Dosher, 1989; McElree, 1993) . Fortunately, there was only one condition in this experiment that was subject to a correction process, namely the late interruption points for item judgments of Serial Position 5. (All subjects had at least one of the late interruption lags for Serial Position 5 that was subject to the correction.) Consequently, it is possible that the parameter values for item recognition judgments of Serial Position 5 underestimate the true asymptotic values and overestimate the true rate parameter. It seems unlikely, however, that the correction process dramatically affected the rate estimates found here. This would imply that the rate is slower for item recognition judgments of Serial Position 5 than for rhyme and synonym judgments of the same serial position. Since every other serial position for rhyme and synonym judgments was associated with slower rates (and longer intercepts) than item judgments, it seems unlikely that the pattern would have reversed in the case of Serial Position 5.
DISCUSSION
The item recognition task replicates previous SAT studies of the time course of item retrieval from STM (McElree & Dosher, 1989 ; see also Wickelgren et al., 1980) . Serial position had a strong effect on asymptotic accuracy: Recognition accuracy depends on the recency of study, with less recent items yielding lower recognition accuracy, coupled with a small primacy advantage for the first item on the list. There was no evidence to suggest that serial position directly affected the dynamics of memory retrieval. Uniform retrieval dynamics, specifically, equal SAT intercepts (δs) and rates (βs), are most consistent with the notion that different list positions can be accessed directly or in parallel, despite differences in the underlying strength of the various STM representations. The only exception to this finding concerns the relatively fast dynamics for the last item studied. When no item intervenes between study and test, the test probe may be directly matched to the item that is currently active in awareness (Wickelgren et al., 1980) , effectively circumventing the need for a retrieval operation and thereby resulting in an exceptionally fast judgment.
The purpose of the present experiment was to compare memory retrieval based on item information with retrieval based on component phonological (rhyme) and semantic (synonym) properties of the memory trace. One hypothesis considered was that component properties, like composite item information, can be accessed directly or in parallel. Alternatively, it was suggested that the composite representation may not allow direct access to its component parts, or that component properties may not effectively serve to discriminate targets from lures. In either case, a different retrieval process may be needed. Two alternative retrieval mechanisms were suggested. Following McElree and Dosher (1993) , component judgments may induce a serial comparison process in which items in the memory representation are serially retrieved and compared to the test probe. Alternatively, judgments could be based on the product of a generate/recall operation performed on the relevant features of the test probe.
Consider first the possibility of a serial mechanism. As noted, a serial exhaustive mechanism (e.g., Sternberg, 1975) is inconsistent with strong serial position effects on mean RT. The most viable serial mechanism is a serial self-terminating comparison process in which memory representations are scanned in an order determined by recency of study. As illustrated by McElree and Dosher (1989, 1993 ; see also Reed, 1976 ), a recency-based, serial self-terminating mechanism will lead to pronounced effects of recency on retrieval dynamics. The observed SAT function for rhyme and synonym judgments, like those for the item judgments, provide no evidence for a serial selfterminating mechanism. With the exception of a fast matching process for the last studied item, there were no observable differences in SAT dynamics (intercepts and rates) for different serial positions in both rhyme and synonym judgments. Additionally, the lack of an effect of recency on retrieval dynamics is inconsistent with parallel ratevarying models in which different comparison processes are associated with different rates of information accrual (e.g., Murdock, 1971; Townsend & Ashby, 1983) .
The uniform dynamics for different serial positions suggest that rhyme and synonym judgments are mediated by a type of direct-access or parallel retrieval process. This may be the case either (1) because memory representations can be directly accessed on the basis of component properties or (2) because the test probe is used to generate/recall a candidate rhyme or synonym that may be subsequently matched against the memory representation. These theories differ in that (2) necessarily predicts that rhyme and synonym judgments will be associated with slower dynamics than item judgments, since an additional generation operation precedes the memory comparison process or simply because a slower recall process is used.
The SAT cross-judgment analysis demonstrated that rhyme and synonym judgments are indeed associated with slower dynamics than item judgments. Slower retrieval dynamics for component judgments were expressed as slower rates of rise to asymptote (βs) and longer intercepts (δs). Consider first the differences in SAT rates. While the difference in rate for component versus item judgments is consistent with the notion that a slower generate/recall process is used in the former judgments, it is also consistent with possible ways in which some direct-access or parallel models could be extended to deal with cases in which the memory representation is accessed on the basis of component properties. Consider, for example, Ratcliff's (1978) diffusion or (continuous) random-walk model, perhaps the most extensively tested model of memory retrieval. In this model, the rate of rise of an SAT function is determined by the ratio of the variance of the diffusion drift rate over the variance of the relatedness (degree of match) of the test probe and the memory representation (see note 3). SAT rate differences can arise if two conditions differ in either variance term. This model could account for a slower rate for component judgments by assuming that the variance is lower for component judgments than for composite item judgments, since the former are based on a subset of features only. For this or similar reasons, a difference in SAT rate alone does not provide unequivocal evidence against the potential extension of this model to judgments based on component properties.
However, a direct-access or parallel model cannot account straightforwardly for the differences in intercept observed in this study. The intercept for synonym and rhyme judgments for serial positions other than the most recent (Position 5) were on average 95 msec later than for item judgments. In a direct-access or parallel retrieval model, this delay in intercept could reflect the time to extract the relevant subset of (phonological and semantic) features in the test probe that are subsequently used to directly query the memory representation. However, no comparable intercept difference was found in Serial Position 5, where no study item intervened between study and test. This speaks against the notion that the delayed intercepts simply reflect the time to extract the relevant features of the test probe, since this type of operation should also be involved with judgments concerning the last item on the list.
The overall pattern of rates and intercepts is most consistent with a generate/recall strategy. Here, the slower dynamics for judgments based on component properties can be taken to be a direct consequence of the generation or recall operation. Perhaps the simplest version of this account is one in which the intercept differences directly reflect the time needed to generate/recall a candidate item on the basis of features extracted from the test probe. As stated previously, this account assumes that word recognition processes applied to the probe display make available the relevant component features of the test item. As these features become available, they serve as input to a generation or recall operation. No comparable intercept differences are observed in judgments of the most recent item (Serial Position 5-a case of immediate repetition between study and test). No generate/recall operation is needed since the relevant item to be generated/recalled is the item that is currently active in awareness. However, rhyme and synonym judgments in this condition are associated with a slower SAT rate than item judgments because they are based on a subset of features and thus require the subject to extract the relevant features from the test probe before matching the selected features to the item active in awareness.
The account outlined above assumes that subjects generate or recall 1 item only in the course of making a judgment. However, if the first item generated or recalled does not adequately match an item in the memory representation, then additional items may need to be generated and/ or recalled. Additional generation/recall operations may well affect the observed dynamics of an SAT function. In general, the intercept will be controlled by the minimum number of generation/recall operations needed across trials. Thus, additional operations will affect the intercept only if they are needed on nearly all trials. It is more likely that additional operations are required on a subset of trials only. In this case, the impact of additional operations will be seen on SAT rate only, causing a slower rate of rise than what would be observed if only one match were required (see McElree, 1993 , for SAT simulation of a stochastic model with analogous properties).
Before accepting the interpretation of the SAT data outline above, there is one other alternative interpretation that needs to be considered. 4 Suppose that, without foreknowledge of the required judgment, subjects prepare for item recognition, switching to synonym or rhyme judgments only when explicitly cued. Here, the longer intercept (and slower rate) for rhyme and synonym judgments simply reflect the time needed to switch judgments. However, there are a number of reasons why such an interpretation seems implausible in the current situation. First, subjects were given the cue for the type of judgment 500 msec before the test item appeared. The 500-msec foreperiod was chosen because pilot subjects indicated that with practice they were able to adequately prepare for the required response. Second, the rationality of such a default strategy is questionable. Subjects were fully informed that they would be required to make each type of judgment equally often. Why then would subjects opt for a strategy that would require switching two thirds of the time and would, by hypothesis, introduce substantial time delays? Subjects in this experiment were highly practiced, with each subject performing 1 hour of practice and 10 experimental hours. If the time-course differences observed here were purely a consequence of a strategic set, it seems reasonable that experienced subjects could have modified their set in a manner that would have eliminated these rather large time differences. Finally, and perhaps most critically, this notion is inconsistent with the lack of an intercept difference for judgments concerning the last item on the list. If the intercept difference reflects an item recognition set, we should have observed comparable differences in all serial positions.
It is suggested, therefore, that the data reported here are most consistent with the notion that component judgments are mediated by either a generate or a recall strategy. Clearly, these are potentially rather distinct types of operations. For example, the recall operation posited here uses component properties of the test item as a cue to directly query the episodic list representations in order to recover a candidate rhyme or synonym from the list. The exact details of such an operation need to be specified within the context of an explicit memory model (e.g., MINERVA2, Hintzman, 1984 Hintzman, , 1988 SAM, Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; TODAM, Murdock, 1982 and are clearly beyond the scope of this article. The generation operation may differ from the recall operation in that component properties of the test item are used to recover candidate items from the subject's semantic or lexical representations rather than from episodic representations. It is only after generating candidate items that the subject is assumed to access episodic memory by matching the candidate item(s) against the specific list representations. Of course, this potential difference between the two operations is a meaningful one only to the degree that episodic representations are distinct from semantic (lexical) representations, and this has been a matter of some debate over the past few decades. Note also that current work on episodic priming in generation tasks like stem and word fragment completion suggests that prior exposure of a word may substantially increase the probability that this word will be produced in the generation task (see, e.g., Richardson-Klavehn & Bjork, 1988) . Thus, even if episodic representations are independent of semantic representations under some meaningful construal, current evidence suggests that there may be sufficient cross-talk between systems to render the distinctions outlined above empirically vacuous.
Another potential difference between the two strategies is that the generate strategy requires that the candidate items be matched to the list representation in a manner analogous to standard item recognition. The recall strategy does not necessarily require an additional recognition operation following recovery of a list member, since, in principle, a subject could base an old-new judgment on the success/failure of the recall operation. However, although not logically necessary, a recall process may be followed by a recognition process in which the recovered item is used as a means of providing further evidence to support a yes/no decision. Again, although these are two theoretically distinct operations, there may be few empirical differences between a pure generation operation and an episodically based recall operation.
Finally, prior studies of recognition in the short-term domain have suggested that when there is no item intervening between study and test, a recognition probe can be directly matched against the item currently active in awareness. The present experiment further extends this finding to cases in which the relation between the study and tested item is not one of identity but rather only an abstract relation defined by the similarity in component (phonological or semantic) features. This finding reinforces the original suggestion of Wickelgren et al. (1980) that the retrieval advantage for the last study item is mediated by a match of the test probe to the item that is the current focus of active processing and, in particular, is not a consequence of a relatively low-level physical match (see Posner et al., 1969) . This finding has direct implications for models of STM. Minimally, it suggests that an adequate model needs to draw an architectural distinction between passive and active STM representations, with the latter defined as the focus of attention or active processing. Cowan (1993) has argued on independent grounds for just such a distinction.
CONCLUSION
The data reported here suggest that recognition judgments based on phonological and semantic properties of the memory representation have a later retrieval intercept than do (composite) item recognition judgments. The delayed intercept is consistent with the notion that either a generate or a recall strategy is used for accessing STM representations from component properties. This result adds to a growing literature that documents boundary conditions on the parallel or direct-access retrieval mechanism that is thought to mediate simple item recognition (Clark, 1992; Gronlund et al., 1993; Gronlund & Ratcliff, 1989; Hintzman & Curran, 1994; McElree & Dosher, 1993) . Why recognition judgments based on component properties do not appear to be based on a simple parallel or direct-access mechanism remains an open question. Two potential reasons were suggested here, both of which have some precedent in the recognition literature.
One suggestion was that the memory trace for an item might be "opaque" in the sense of not being accessible on the basis of component features. If this notion is correct, it indicates that episodic representations have a property that is clearly not shared by semantic representations, since the ability to generate a rhyme or synonym is prima facie evidence that semantic representations are accessible on the basis of component features. This type of explanation attributes the use of an alternative retrieval operation to constraints intrinsic to the (episodic) memory representation. In this sense, it is roughly analogous to McElree and Dosher's (1993) claim that order information must be retrieved by a slow serial retrieval operation because the memory representation does not code order information in a manner that enables recovery with a parallel or direct-access mechanism. Gronlund et al. (1993) considered similar arguments concerning the recovery of position information.
Alternatively, it was suggested that STM representations might be accessible on the basis of component properties but that a generate/recall operation is used to provide more evidence to support a response. This explanation does not appeal to intrinsic constraints on the memory representation but rather only to the effective discriminability of component information. This type of explanation is similar to Hintzman and Curran's (1994) argument that a recalllike operation is needed for difficult recognition discrimination. Determining whether a generate/recall operation is a consequence of decision factors or intrinsic constraints on memory representations will require further empirical work as well as specific, model-based considerations. rhyme and item judgments. However, given that rhyme and item judgments differ in mean RT but not error rates, the latter comparison is extremely suspect. Note also that slope differences are far from diagnostic, since such differences may reflect the differential impact of forgetting on the various types of information.
3. The empirical SAT functions can also be adequately fit with a descriptive equation that derives from a time-bounded diffusion process, as developed by Ratcliff (1978) :
This equation, like the exponential Equation 1, has three parameters: λ represents the asymptotic accuracy level, δ the intercept, and ν 2 is the combined random-walk variance term formed by the ratio of drift rate variance (S 2 ) over item relatedness variance (η 2 ). ν 2 , like β in Equation 1, indexes the speed with which accuracy rises from chance to asymptote. Fits of diffusion equation showed the same pattern as fits of Equation 1, although Equation 1 gave marginally better fits, as is typical for STM recognition data (see McElree & Dosher, 1989) . To conserve space, only the fits of the exponential are reported. The parameter estimates for the diffusion equation are available from the author.
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